TRANSITS

an Accompanying Measure in the Information Society Technologies programme of the 5th Framework Programme of the European Union
The TRANSITS Project

- July 2002 – June 2005
- project contractors: TERENA, UKERNA
- will produce:
  - training course materials (mid 2002)
  - six training workshops (spring, autumn each year)
  - revised training course materials (early 2004)
- pays (partly) cost of course materials update, workshop logistics, teachers’ expenses
- covers part of expenses of workshop participants from “poorer” European countries
TERENA, UKERNA people involved

- Karel Vietsch (TERENA)
  - project manager, reporting
- Andrew Cormack (UKERNA)
  - course materials, workshop programme, teachers
- Raquel Corredoira (TERENA)
  - workshop logistics, correspondence with participants
First milestones

- Try-out training workshop
  Farsta (SE), 22-23 January 2002
- Training course materials completed
  September 2002
- First training workshop
  Oegstgeest (NL), 31 October – 1 November 2002
- Second training workshop
  Warsaw (PL), 27-28 May 2003
First training workshop

• Oegstgeest (NL), 31 October – 1 November 2002
• in total 20 participants in two parallel groups
  25 applications received
• teachers:
  Andrew Cormack (UKERNA), Klaus Möller
  (DFN-CERT), Gareth Price (BT), Jacques
  Schuurman (CERT-NL), Don Stikvoort (Stelvio)
Can you also use the materials?

The materials are copyright TERENA. Use (e.g. for workshops at national level) is permitted provided you ask TERENA for permission (info@ist-transits.org) and report on the use.

See the following statements:
The TRANSITS training course materials have been developed by members of TERENA’s CSIRT Task Force.

Maintenance of the materials is being funded by the European Commission’s IST programme.
Copyright

TRANSITS slides, handouts and other materials are copyright TERENA (www.terena.nl)
Individual authors and their employers may also hold copyright in individual items
Re-use

The whole, or parts, of these materials may be used, unaltered, for non-commercial training courses provided their origin is acknowledged and permission is obtained from TERENA.

Reproduction of logos, other than as an integral part of the course materials, is prohibited.

See www.ist-transits.org for details.